
THE ABILITY  CONNECTION
Find out what thousands of payers and Strategic 
Partners know about working with ABILITY® Network



WHAT IS ABILITY? 

We started in 2000 with the idea to connect healthcare providers 
to Medicare via the internet. We’re still doing that today—but we’ve 
grown to include so much more. 

More than one billion healthcare transactions cross our 
network each year. 

ABILITY directly connects thousands of payers to Strategic Partners 
and providers nationwide, helping to simplify the administrative 
and clinical complexities they face each day. 



YOUR PRODUCT + OUR TECHNOLOGY
ABILITY gives Strategic Partners the technology, connections and data to power their products and 
services. We aim to create a seamless working relationship that combines your industry expertise 
with our best-in-class technology to provide your customers with cutting-edge applications. 

By combining our innovation and our Strategic Partners’ breadth of products and services,  
the possibilities for applying our technology are almost endless.

HEALTHCARE PAYERS
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WE COMBINE YOUR PRODUCT WITH OUR 
TECHNOLOGY IN FIVE KEY AREAS:

All-payer revenue 
cycle management

Medicare-direct 
connectivity 

MDS management OASIS toolkits API development 
toolkits

TRUE PARTNERSHIP 
Our Strategic Partner account representatives can tell 
you all about our technology, but they recognize one 
important thing about you—you are the expert on your 
product and industry. We’re here to help you reach your 
goals by being responsive, flexible and creative. With 
ABILITY, you gain the resources of a company with a 
long history of innovating healthcare technology.  

You’ll be able to choose between our two different 
models of partnerships made to fit your business 
– wholesale and performance-based. Each format 
provides a true partnership, a dedicated support team 
and industry-leading security measures.

COUNT ON OUR SUPPORT 
Because we know your customers count on you to 
keep their businesses running smoothly, you can 
count on us. ABILITY provides Strategic Partners 
with a dedicated team of advanced technical support 
representatives who understand the unique needs 
of the healthcare IT business. In addition, ABILITY 
has dedicated internal staff that work closely with 
Medicare and other payers to understand and 
proactively address industry changes. We quickly 
troubleshoot and resolve issues as they arise so you 
don’t have to. 

MORE SERVICE, MORE SECURITY — AND LESS ADMINISTRATIVE STRESS
ABILITY has the nation’s largest, most secure web and private network infrastructure connected to Medicare and 
most commercial payers. With security protocols that exceed today’s industry standard, our Strategic Partners 
benefit from our best-in-class services and stress less over the administrative details of providing them.

Revenue Cycle Management companies  
More Medicare efficiency, less cost for  
you and your customers

Clearinghouses  
Simplifying Medicare access for you  
and your customers

Software vendors  
Easy Medicare and commercial payer access, 
within your own applications

Payers 
Outstanding support for your providers  
with less hassle for you

ABILITY is recognized by Forbes as one of the top 100 private cloud companies in the world.

ABILITY is recognized by Forbes as one of the top 100 private cloud companies in the world.

When you’re an ABILITY Strategic Partner, our team of experts provides the tools and support you need  
to manage data and payer connectivity simply and seamlessly.

For more information, contact us: 888.271.8222 | partner.sales@abilitynetwork.com


